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Angela Bacon
P.O. Box 19844
Kalamazoo, MI 49019
www.angelabaconbooks.com
angela@angelabaconbooks.com

Angela Bacon’s Copyediting Contract
Thank you for choosing me to copyedit your manuscript! Copyediting includes checking
your manuscript for spelling and punctuation errors, grammar mistakes, sentence structure
problems, and other small inconsistencies (for example, if you have named a character “Barbara”
at one point and then accidentally list the same character’s name as “Linda” later on in the
manuscript, I will correct it). Copyediting does not include checking facts, re-writing large
sections of text, or contacting others for permission to quote their work. If you wish to have a
more in-depth edit than what I’ve listed here, please contact me for pricing.
I’ve listed my current fees for copyediting below; if you are using one of the copyediting
coupons I provide in my e-newsletter, your fee will be less.

1-250 pages: $1.00 per page

251-450 pages: $0.95 per page

451+ pages: $0.90 per page
The client is using a coupon for $_______ per page.

Your manuscript is ________ pages long, and I will be charging you $_________ per
page. The full cost for me to copyedit your manuscript is $_____________. Half of the money is
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due up front; the other half is due when I return your finished manuscript to you. I accept cash,
money orders, cashier’s checks, or PayPal payments. I do not accept personal checks for
copyediting services due to the risk of fraudulence. If you choose to use PayPal, please send your
payment to englishbacon07@yahoo.com.
I will not begin to copyedit your manuscript until I receive the first half of your payment.
Once I return your finished manuscript to you, the second half of your payment is due
immediately. If I do not receive the remainder of your payment within ten days of returning your
manuscript to you, a late fee of $5.00 will be added on for each month that your payment is late.
Once I have received your manuscript and the first half of your payment, I will return
your finished manuscript to you within the following timeframe:

Manuscripts that are 1-50 pages long: 8 days
Manuscripts that are 51-100 pages long: 21 days
Manuscripts that are 101-250 pages long: 28 days
Manuscripts that are 251-400 pages long: 35 days
Manuscripts that are 401+ pages long: 42 days

In the event that I am unable to finish copyediting your manuscript due to serious illness
or an “act of God,” I will return your manuscript to you along with any copyediting I have been
able to finish on it and will issue you a refund according to the number of pages I did not
copyedit.
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I agree to provide copyediting services as stated above.
Signature and Date:
______________________________________________________________________________
Angela Bacon, Freelance Copyeditor

I agree to allow Angela Bacon to copyedit my manuscript and will provide payment in a timely
manner.
Signature and Date:
______________________________________________________________________________
Client

